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Introduction:

The supply chain simulator is a web-based application that is designed as a game middle

and high school students can use to learn about Supply Chain of lumber within the upper

peninsula. The main menu features a play button, overview button, and a credits button. Once the

user clicks play there is a map of the upper peninsula with a total of 8 nodes. Of these 8 nodes 2

are supply nodes, 2 are distribution nodes, and 4 are demand nodes. The nodes are represented

by images of trees, a road, train tracks, and logs. The controls allow users to connect supply

nodes to distribution nodes and then demand nodes to see how outcomes might change. At the

top of the screen users can see the environmental impact and budget change depending on the

connection they make. In order to deselect the nodes users must click on the path originally

selected.

The main goals of the tests were to determine whether or not users were able to

understand how to use this application and how intuitive it was. In scenario 1 I instructed

participants to run the simulator and complete a connection of all of the nodes without prior

instruction or consultation of the help section. Once they completed the connection I then asked

participants to disconnect their selection prior to scenario 2. For scenario 2 I followed that by

asking them to complete a simulation connecting supply and demand nodes after consulting the

help section. Once they had done that they were once again asked to clear their selections but this

time they were able to seek help to see how to do that. Finally, the third scenario tested

participants on their ability to connect all of the nodes together while keeping under a budget of

1200 dollars. In this scenario participants were able to consult the help section to figure out what

they needed to do. The ultimate goal of these tests was to gauge intuitiveness as well as how

informative and helpful the help section was and to gauge any usability issues users might have

had navigating the application.
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Testing Scenarios

The purpose of the scenarios was to see how well participants reacted to our application without

prior knowledge of it. In scenario 1 there was no consulting of the help section, in scenario 2

there was consulting of the help section, and in scenario 3 there was a goal laid out for the users

to accomplish while using the application.  Initially participants were provided with a very basic

rundown of the functionality and purpose of this application. These scenarios are meant to act as

a test for us to see how intuitive the application is. Participants were encouraged to follow a

think-aloud protocol and talk through their thought process while navigating the simulator and

learning the various nodes. Questions throughout the process were welcome but not answered if

they were directly affiliated with application functionality.

Scenario 1: Application Intuitiveness - No Help

Scenario Description:

You are a student currently learning about Supply Chain within the Upper Peninsula. You have

been asked to complete a simulation that connects supply and demand nodes. Your task is to run

the simulation without reading the help section.

Task List

 -  Participants skip the help page

 -  Participants skip the tutorial

 -  Participants start to link various nodes until they match the various node in an attempt

to run the simulation

Quantitative Measurements

a. How many errors a participant makes.

i. Errors are defined as “miss-clicks”.

b. How quickly a participant learns to navigate the program.
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c. How quickly each participant finishes a task.

Qualitative Measurements

a. What mistakes do participants make?

b. What questions do participants ask?

c. What facial expressions were made?

d. Did the participants fully complete the task?

e. Where within the simulator did participants struggle?

Potential Observations

a. Level of confusion

b. Application Engagement

c. Verbal feedback

d. Visual feedback

e. Status of the participant: Happy/Sad/Anxious/Confused/Optimistic

Scenario 2: Application Intuitiveness - Help Section

Scenario Description:

You are a student currently learning about Supply Chain within the Upper Peninsula. You have

been asked to complete a simulation that connects supply and demand nodes. Your task is to run

the simulation after watching the tutorial and reading the help section.

Task List

a. Participants seek the help page

b. Participants watch the tutorial

c. Participants start to link various nodes until they match the various node in an attempt to

run the simulation

Quantitative Measurements

d. How many errors a participant makes.
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i. Errors are defined as “miss-clicks”.

e. How quickly a participant learns to navigate the program.

f. How quickly each participant finishes a task.

Qualitative Measurements

f. What mistakes do participants make?

g. What questions do participants ask?

h. What facial expressions were made?

i. Did the participants fully complete the task?

j. Where within the simulator did participants struggle?

Potential Observations

f. Level of confusion

g. Application Engagement

h. Verbal feedback

i. Visual feedback

j. Status of the participant: Happy/Sad/Anxious/Confused/Optimistic

Scenario 3: Application Intuitiveness - Guided tutorial

Scenario Description:

You are a student currently learning about Supply Chain within the Upper Peninsula. You have

been asked to complete a simulation that connects supply and demand nodes. Your task is to run

the simulation after speaking with a developer of the application.

Task List

- Participants will speak with a developed to get guided help

- Participants start to link various nodes until they match the various node in an attempt to

run the simulation
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Quantitative Measurements

g. How many errors a participant makes.

i. Errors are defined as “miss-clicks”.

h. How quickly a participant learns to navigate the program.

i. How quickly each participant finishes a task.

Qualitative Measurements

k. What mistakes do participants make?

l. What questions do participants ask?

m. What facial expressions were made?

n. Did the participants fully complete the task?

o. Where within the simulator did participants struggle?

Potential Observations

k. Level of confusion

l. Application Engagement

m. Verbal feedback

n. Visual feedback

o. Status of the participant: Happy/Sad/Anxious/Confused/Optimistic

Results

Common Errors

Following a verbal protocol for these tests we were able to follow the participants'

thought process and gather their main frustrations while also assessing their biggest points of

error while using the application. The most common errors that we ran into during the testing
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was the selection of nodes, the connecting lines, and deselecting the nodes. For the selection of

nodes participants would often try and connect supply nodes to supply nodes or the distribution

nodes to distribution nodes. Some of the feedback we got while participants were getting

acquainted with the application in scenario 1 included “what am I supposed to be doing” and

“im clicking random things but they're not doing anything". Eventually participants would figure

it out that those nodes did not connect but never why they didn't connect.

The second most common error I noticed while testing included the connecting lines that

would appear when a selection was made from a supply node to a distribution node and demand

node. The lines would overlap across certain nodes and it would be unclear for the users what

connection was made. Participants would think there was a connection from one node to another

even though there was not. This would lead them to making incorrect selections and interpreting

the results of budgeting and CO2 emissions wrong.
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The third most common error was deselecting nodes. In order to deselect a connection a

user must click the source node and then the node it is connected to. Participants would try to

click the connecting lines, click from demand nodes to distribution nodes,  or participants would

try to navigate back to the home screen thinking they would clear all of the selections made.

Additionally, after consulting the overview and help section participants assumed that they

would be able to deselect the nodes by right clicking to clear all selections which did not work

and created more confusion.

User Interface

In the post test questionnaire provided to the participants the general consensus was that

from an aesthetic standpoint the user interface looked great. All of the participants were able to

identify that the application was focused on supply chain mechanics in the upper peninsula and

that it was primarily focused on lumber. The team received many compliments that the

application looked interesting and fun. In order to gauge how well understood the interface was

from a functional standpoint I asked each participant to identify the nodes that were used. The

results showed that all eight of our participants did understand that the supply node was a

wooded area or trees, only 5 of 8 participants understood the railroad node and truck node which

acted as our distribution node, and for the demand node only 2 of 8 participants were able to

identify the mill.
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Help Section

Our findings in regards to the help section showed that the wording and descriptions were

not informative enough to prohibit misinterpretation and errors. Participants were able to get a

better understanding of the game through the overview but while reading the help section from a

functional standpoint errors were made. This included the deselection of nodes. The wording of

the help section made it so participants believed they could right click anywhere on the screen

and all of their selections would clear up. Participants also were unable to gain the clarification

of what nodes connect together and their purpose which led to the participants just selecting

random nodes without any understanding of the effects. This led to many mis-clicks and

frustrated comments. Additionally, we saw no errors from participants while navigating to the

help section and overview. Participants were able to locate and find all of the resources available

for them to use.

Learnability

It was determined through the development process of this application by our scientist

and undergraduate development team that it should act as a learning tool for students and provide

educational support. We were able to determine from the pre-test questionnaire that our

participants had very little familiarity and knowledge of supply chain mechanics and what they

did. The results showed that 77.8% of our participants stated they had no knowledge. In our post

test questionnaire we asked participants whether or not they felt that they learned anything while

using our application. The results we received showed that 62.5% of participants did not feel

they got anything from the application and did not learn anything.
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Conclusion

The final determinations of these usability tests showed 5 major areas in which

improvement can be added and implemented. Those improvements include updating the help

section, including educational tools, changing the supply line connection, deselecting

nodes/implementing new reset buttons, and creating a goal.

Updating the help section will do more for participants in providing them clear

instructions so that participants will be able to better understand the goals of the application as

well as the steps, processes, and functionality. As was stated in the results section our team saw

lots of errors based on misinterpretation of the help section and confusion based on the words

used. Participants lacked the understanding of what nodes connected with each other as well as

how they might deselect a node.

From an education standpoint our results showed us that most participants didn’t think

that they got anything educational out of using our application. This was troubling because it

was one of our biggest goals in the development process. In order to tackle this my

recommendation would be to add educational tools and an educational section describing each

node in more detail and including detailed information regarding the changes of the budget and

the CO2 emissions. This would give more information to participants about what their selections

mean, how supply chain mechanics function, and give further context and explanation on

outcome changes based on an individual selection.

The supply line connection gave participants a lot of confusion in terms of what nodes

were connected and what nodes were not connected and further complicated the selection of
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nodes. My recommendation for this issue would be to change the path of the lines and how they

connect in order for there to be clear selections. This would prohibit further mis-clicks and

confusion.

My fourth recommendation includes the addition of a clear selections button on the user

interface. Most of our errors with selecting nodes were  tied together closely with the

interpretation of the  help section but nevertheless it was a relatively tedious problem our

participants faced. Many participants verbally stated their frustrations with this feature of the

application.

The fifth and final recommendation is to create a goal for this game. Ultimately in our

post-test questionnaire it was stated by many participants that the application was way too easy

and simple. With no clear goal or objective they were unable to understand the purpose of the

application and what they were doing. In order to create a more interactive and fun game for

participants particularly those that are in our user group (middle and high school students) it

would be highly beneficial to create a purpose and goal.

Appendix A

Week of 4/11

Sunday (04/10)
Monday
(04/11) Tuesday (04/12)

Wednesday
(04/13) Thursday (04/14)

3:00
Audrey, Foenix,
marie, kevin

4:00
Kevin, Foenix,
marie, audrey

Austin, Mari, feonix,
christian Foenix, Kevin, christian

5:00
Kevin, audrey,
austim

Marie, Audrey, feonix,
austin, christian Christian, Kevin

6:00 Austin, Audrey, Audrey, Kevin
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christian

Appendix B

Bug Number Bug Name Bug Description

1   
Trucks on supply
Line

The trucks that drove along the lines connecting supply and
demand nodes would continue to run after the nodes had been
disconnected.

2
Budget/C02
Calculation

When all the nodes were disconnected the budget and C02
calculation was wrong and did not reset properly

3
Supply Line
Connection

The supply line connection went through certain nodes regardless
of the fact there was no connection.
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